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Historical Overview and Theoretical Perspectives

Introduction

Agreat many fathers will have their fathering eliminated, disrupted, orvastly changed because
they become di\'orced from the child's mother. In fact, between 40% and 50% of marriages
end in divorce (Cherlin, 2010). Althongh the divorce rate {measured as divorces per 1,000
people) is high by the standards prior to the late 1960s, it has actually fallen more than 30%
since its peak in 1980. The decline in divorce rates in recent years has, however, been concen
trated among the college-educated portion of the population; divorce rates among the less-well
educated may have even increased {Cherlin, 2010). But for both groups, divorce remains the
most prevalent reason for changes in paternal parenting opportunities. For almost all divorced
fathers (as well as for most mothers and children), divorce is alife-defining event, around which
all other experiences arc organized: before the divorce versus after the divorce. Although
mothers' parenting is generally changed by divorce, the revision to the parent-child interaction
patterns is generalK- not as far-reaching as it is to fathers' {Braver &Lamb, in press; Bra\er.
Shapiro, &Goodman, 2005; Fabricius, Braver, Diaz, &Velez, 2010). The reason, of course, is
the radical difference between the two parents' custodial arrangements that typicalK occurs.
As will be documented more precisely below, mothers generally become chief custodians of
children, with fathers having^dsiting rights only. Although that situation has changed in recent
vears, due in large part to the fact that research has accumulated that illuminates the unin
tended negative consequences of that practice on fathers and children, it remains normative.
Thus, no review offathers and divorce can be complete orenlightening unless italso considers
custodv matters, as we do here.
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Child Custody Distinctions
Anumber ofdistinctiouii concerning child custody ai'e important to understand. Legal custody
refers to the right to make decisions regarding medical care, education, religion, etc., ofthe
child, whereas physical custody refers totheliving arrangements, and rights and responsibili
ties for the daily care of the child. With respect to legal custodv, joint legal custody allows a
continuation ofdecision making authority the parents had before the divorce: either parent
may make these parental decisions. In practice, this arrangement requires some degree of
coordination and agreement bet\\'een theparents. Sole legal custody, in contrast, grants major
decision making rights exclusively to one parent, the "custodial" parent, who is solely autho
rized to make decisions regarding the child without regard to the \-iews of the otherparent.
With respect to physical custody, injoint physical custody, the child spends substantial time
living with eachparent. Timesplits in the latterare often not50%-50%; timedistributions as
unequal as30%-70% are often deemed joint ph)'sical custodv (Kellv, 2007; \'enohr6e Griffith,
2005). With sole physical custody, the child lives primarily with one parent, with the other
(noncustodial ornonresidential) parent t\'pically having \ isitation rights, such as on weekends,
holida\-s, and vacations. There is a natural association between the two divisions ofcustody:
Joint physical custody parents almost always share joint legal custody, aswell; butparents with
jointlegal custody may or may notalso have jointphysical custody.

History of Child Custody Standards

Child custody policies have changed greatly over the course of history, generalK' following
the prevailing gender roles of the time (Braver &O'Connell, 1998; Mason, 1994). English law
originall)" followed Roman practice and applied a broad preference for paternal custody (but
English law at this timedid not allow divorce except by Act ofParliament, which means occa
sions onwhich to apply the rule were limited). Bn' the early 19thcentury, however, American
courtswere applying the "tenderyears doctrine," underwhich it was presumed best to place
young children with their mothers (sometimes combined with a preference for placing older
children with their fathers), andthis became the dominant rule for much ofthe 20thcentury.
However, reform beginning in the 1960s eventually led allstates to adoptthe BestInterest of
the Child standard(BIS), in which whatshould prevail was whatever arrangement was deemed
best for the child (Ellman et a!., 2010). While there is some \ariation among the states, the
version of BIS setout in 1970 bythe Uniform Marriage andDivorce Actisbroadlv representa
tive. It specifies that in determining the child's best interests, a court should consider: (a) the
wishes of the child's parents as to custodv; (b) the wishes of the child as to custodv; (c) the
interaction andrelationship ofthechild with hisparents, his siblings, andany person who may
significantly affect the child's best interest; (d) the child's adjustment to his home, school, and
community; and (e) the mentaland physical health ofall individuals invoh'ed. The BIS alsohas
been adopted intemationalh' b)' the United Nations under article 9.1 of the United Nations
Convention of the Rights of the Child (1989).

The BIS has generally been viewed as an improvement over past standards because it
focuses on the needs and interests of children as the impetus for custodv decisions rather
than onjustice forthe parents, the gender orparental rights of the parents, or otherstandards
(Schepard, 2004). In addition, the BIS has been praised for being flexible, simple, and egalitar
ian, and for allowing individualized decision making (Chambers, 1984; Warshak, 2007). How
ever, considerable criticism has also been leveled at the BIS because its definition of children's
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best interests is so vague (Emery. Otto, &O'Donohue, 2005; Tippins &Wittman. 2005). Some
have argued that the ambiguity of that standard enables judges to rely on idiosyncratic biases
and subjective value judgments (Chambers. 1984); allows judges to favor one gender (mothers:
Warshak 2007- fathers: Polikoff, 1982); and that the unpredictability ofjudicial outcomes due
to BIS promotes custody litigation (O'Connell, 2007). Several hotly debated alternative child
custody standards ha\'e been proposed to address various perceived dra\\'backs of the BIS and
are discussed at length in arecent book chapter (Fabricius et al, 2010), but are beyond the
scope ofthe present chapter.

Theoretical Perspectives

Attachment theorv is important with respect to child custody, in that custody standards have
continuallv sought to maintain close relationships between one or both parents with their
children following divorce. Implicit in custody decisions is the importance of high quality
parenting to enable strong, positiserelationships to form between parents and their children^
Although early theories ofattachment focused on mother-child attachment (interestingly child
custody statistics also favored mothers), more recently theorists have begun to consider the
unique role played by the father in the exploration system (Paquette, 1994). In this sense, the
father is thought to open children up to the world and promote exploration, particularly in
arousing plav contexts that improve children's ability to assess and take risks, improve social
skills, and reduce inappropriate aggression in social contexts. This perspective of the father as
an agent to further exploration places the father in acomplimentary role to the mother, consid
ered more apt to provide comfort, soothing, and asecure base in times oi distress. Thus, recent
theoretical advances argue that children receive complimentary beneRts from both mothers
and fathers, provided both parents are fit toparent.

Family systems theory (Cox &Paley, 1997) holds that the functioning ofany relationship ma
family is influenced by the characteristics of relationships in other family subs)'stems, through
the principle of interdependence. For example, parents engaging in conflict, whether before or
after divorce, negatively affect the quality ofparent-child relationships. Family systems theory
is near-ubiquitous in guiding research on divorce, parent conflict, and child outcomes, and
has some influence in custody law. For example, some states have a"friendly parent" provision
in custody statutes, which favors the parent who is more likely to encourage continuing child
contact with the other parent.

Current Research Questions

We believe that the most important issue confronting custody research concerns the BIS and
its application in current practice and policy After abrief overview of measurement issues in
child custodv research, we next examine, under the heading "Empirical Findings" the follow
ing issues about which research has provided rather firm answers: (a) What are the rates ofvari
ous child custody arrangements? (b) What is the process ofobtaining acustody arrangement? (i^
What factors impact children's adjustment postdivorce? (d) What measures are currently used
in custody evaluations under the BIS? (e) Do other iTieasures exist in psychological research
that can be used to improve custody evaluations? (f) Are there empirically-based intervention
programs in existence that improve parenting and children's outcomes? Finally we conclude
with sections on "Bridges to Other Disciplines." "Policy Implications," and "Future Directions."
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in other states; 24% ofdivorcing parents inWisconsin had equal parenting time according to
2003 data (Brown &Cancian, 2007), and46% of fathers in Washington state received at least
35% parenting time in2007—2008 (George, 2008).

With respect to joint legal custody, rates appear to be more variable from state to state,
ranging from as low as 21% (Seltzer, 1990) to as high as 76% (Maccoby &Mnookin, 1992) and
93% (Douglas, 2003). However, joint legal custody rates also seem to be generally increasing
over time, despite their increased variability (Braver et al., 2005). Interestingly, changes in
rates of legal and physical custody appear to be informal and unofficial rather than resulting
from a formal rule change(Fabricius et al, 2010).

Process of Obtaining a Divorce and a Custody Arrangement

Every state has statutes that provide its courts with authority to determine the custody of
children when their parents separate, Custody law makes no distinction between divorcing
parents and unmarried parents, once the identity of the legal father is established, and about
one-third ofcustody decrees issued by family courts involve unmarried parents. Although a
judicial decree setting forth the custody arrangement is the final result ofany ease, the stan
dard procedure for reaching that result varies among states. The dominant trend is away from
the traditional adversarial system employed in normal civil litigation. Contested custody con
tests in which ajudge must decide between competing parental claims are relatively rare; for
example, aCalifornia study found 25 years ago that more than 78% ofdivorcing parents agreed
on their custody arrangement from the very beginning oftheir case (Maccoby &Mnookin,
1992). Most ofthe rest come toan agreement before a judge was asked todecide; studies find
judicial resolution ofacontested custody dispute occurs in only 2%-10% ofdivorces (Braver &
O'Connell, 1998; Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992).

Avariety of forces push parents to agree. In many states, the courts themselves adopt a
variety ofmeasures to encourage them to do so—and to discourage them from asking for
judicial resolution. Semple (2011) notes that this "settlement mission" (the effort to bring about
avoluntary resolution bet^\'een the adult parties) has largely replaced the courts' former "ana
lytical mission" (the effort to determine what parenting arrangement would be in the best
interests of the child or children involved; i.e.. to determine the "right answer"). Mediation,
in which a neutral professional facilitates the resolution ofcustody, parenting time, and other
child-related disputes, is often required ofthe parents before they may have access tojudicial
resolution (Braver & O'Connell, 1998). Judges may meet with parties before the mediation
to impress upon them the importance ofcoming to agreement to their children. (For more
on mediation and dispute resolution see Applegatc, Schwartz, & Holtzworth-Munroe, this
volume). There is general agreement among professionals that anegotiated ormediated settle
ment isbetterfor children thanthe judicial resolution ofcustody contests, which many believe
can promote long-lasting and deleterious parental conflict (Pruett &Jackson, 1999). Some
studies have found that no attorne\' at all was invoK ed in about 30% of divorces,and onlyone
attorney in an additional 30% (Bra\ er&O'Connell, 1998); thus theproportion oftwo-attorney
cases appears to be decreasing, although this differs by state. In recent years, parent education
classes have become more commonplace in anattempt to help facilitate negotiations, improve
parental agreements, and prevent parents from litigating; yet there is little evidence that they
are achieving the intended effect (Goodman, Bonds, Sandier, &Braver, 2004; Sigal, Sandier,
Wolchik, & Braver, 2011).
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Postdivorce conflict can be especially harmful to children because it is frequently centered on
the child-related issues, including disagreements over child custody, child support, and visita
tion (Hetherington &Stanley-Hagan, 1999). Research shows that high hostility and discord
among parents \\'ho have low cooperative communication results in children feeling caught
bet\veen their parents, which is related to poor adjustment outcomes (Buchanan, Maccoby, &
Dornbusch, 1991). Given the potential influence of interparental conflict on children's adjust
ment, custodv arrangements and resolution processes that shield the children from conflict,
and those that work against encouraging hostile alliances against the other parent, and focus
on not pulling the children into the conflict are very desirable (Grych &Fincham, 1990; Heth
erington &Stanlev-Hagan, 1999).

On the re\-ersc side, children also appear to greatly benefit from cooperative parenting.
Cooperative parenting, or coparenting, is more than the absence of conflict. It is cooperative,
mutuallv supportive, and non-confrontational parenting (Hetherington, Bridges, &Insabella,
1998). Successful coparcnting invoh'es showing respect for the other parent, maintaining open
and useful dialog about the children, and sharing child-rearing tasks (Whiteside, 1998). Stud
ies have linked successful coparenting with improved psychological functionmg, academic
performance, social competence, and lower levels ofexternalizing and internalizing symptoms
in chUdren ofdivorced parents (e.g., Buchanan et al., 1991). Unlortunately, cooperative parent
ing can be difficult for many parents to achieve postdivorce. Alittle more than 50% ofparents
postdi\ orce report an excellent or cooperativecoparenting relations, but the rest of divorced
parents report arelationship that includes inadequate support and some tension or intense dif
ficulties and conflict (Whiteside, 1998).

Cusfodfo/ parent's funch'on/ng and parenh'ng of fhe ch/M. Various studies support the finding
tliat parenting issues are likely acause of child maladjustment and behavior problems postdi
vorce (Forgatch &DeGarmo,'l999). Since the primary custodial parent has the largest parent
ing role, the level of both emotional support and parental authority s/he provides as the family
transitions through the stressful divorce process is crucial. Postdivorce children need parents
who are authoritative; supportive, responsive, and communicative, and yet exerting firm and
consistent control and discipline as well as close monitoring (Hetherington &Stanley-Hagan,
1999). Authoritative parenting is linked with high social competence and fewer behavior prob
lems (Hetherington et al, 1998). In addition, studies have shown that children of custodial
parents with positive parenting qualities have higher self-esteem and better academic perfor
mance ^^^Vman, Sandier, Wolchik, & Nelson, 2000).

Unfortunateh', postdivorce parents themselves often suffer from an increased risk of psy
chological problems such as depression, anxiet>', irritabilit)-, and impulsive behaviors, which
limits their abilit\' to be responsive and sensitive parents during alime when children can be
especial!}" demanding and difficult (Hetherington &Stanle\-Hagan, 1999). Howe\'er, research
suggests that manv of these problems diminish by two \'ears after the divorce as the parent s
emotional state improv es and as the family restabilizes, which improves the overall quality of
parenting (Hetherington &Stanley-Hagan, 1999).

Qualify of f/ie noncustodio/ parenf's re/afionship fo fhe chi/d. Noncustodial parents continue
to play avital role in their children's lives and well-being. According to Amato and Gilbreths
meta-analysis (1999), it is not only contact with fathers, but feelings of closeness between
fathers and children and authoritative parenting that are positively associated with child
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the HOME Inventory (Bradlev, &Caldwell. 1984), however home observations require tinieconsuming eoding. typically ofvideotaped °bservations, and time-consuming tram.ng^rf^
ers to achieve reliability for live and videotaped interaction. (See Holden &Miller. 1999, tor
innro comolete discussion ofparenting constructs.)

ImportLtly tests that rehably and validly assess aconstruct, such as parenting ma gra^
eral research context may not be so in aforensic custody evaluation context. Careful attention
needs to be paid to validating research instruments for use in custody decisions with respect
to response rtyle and validity as well as documenting the appropriate norms for aforensic
population.

Custody Assessments Are a Snapshot in Time of Changing
or Changeable Characteristics
Careful readers following our arguments might conclude that we strongly recommend that
courts and divorce professionals such as custody evaluators seek to assess mcontrast to cu
rent practice, the level of and initiator of interparental conflict, as well as the two P
entine skills and that rigorous instruments exist to do so. This is not entire ycorre , gwTconfur Aat L consLcts in the sentence above are the correct ones to investigate morde
to further the child's best interests, we also note that any assessment provides only ^snapshot
of parenting abilitv at agiven point in time. The problem remains that even with good rnea-
sures of parenting characteristics, mothers and fathers are under agreat deal of stress (and
distress) at the time of divorce, and thus this is hkely not arepresentative point in time to
provide information on their "true" parenting. In addition to distraught parents, th^ cu^ oyLrangements arc soon to change through adivorce "^^to^
custody arrangement. Moreover, aparent with given characteristics, who is best able to parent
the child now mav not be the best parent 1, 5, or 10 years later, given that parenting practice
show variation across time (Holden &Miller, 1999). Indeed, changes
parenting were similarly noted by Baumrind (1989, as cited mHolden &Miller, 1999, p. 246).

parents who are highly effective at one stage in the child's life are not necessarUy as
effective at another; ... similar practices do not necessarily produce the same effects
successive stages in achild's life.

Moreover the court system is not simply ameasuring rod, attempting to impartially ch^e
among competing alternatives. Like the Heisenberg principle, the very act of' assessing with ,
acourt-room adversarial model has clear and generally negative impact on the Aaracterishcs
assessed (Pruett &Jackson, 1999). Parental conflict, the single best predictor ofchild
(Lamb in press- Kellv, in press) can be exacerbated when acontentious parent uses the leg
system'as an instrument ofattack. That is an unavoidable possibility even when courts attemp
to discourage it because courts have no choice, when parents refuse to settle their differences
but to allow them each to present the evidence and the arguments they believe will show tha
Ae otl™ldbe apoorAoice of custodian. This conflict, as well as the stress that aecom^
panics prolonged and circuitous negotiation and uncertainty also has been shown to dimm[hrpar™Hng capabilities of both pirents (Emerj- et al., 2005). This implies that courts should
devise a"d refol procedures to minimize these undesirable unintended consequences and
instead to maximize the parents' resources and cooperative parentmg. Many such program
are documented in Applegate {this volume).
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Interventions to Improve Child Outcomes after Divorce
Parenting is askill that is mutable and anumber of parent training programs have proven
astonishingly successful at improving parenting in divorcmg famihes. For ^
Management Training (PMT) improved effective parentmg. which mturn led to positne
changes in child behavior (Patterson, DeGarmo. &Forgatch 2004), mcludmg child mter-
nalizing externalizing, better school adjustment and less delinquency and reduced child
ratings of depression (Forgatch &DeGarmo, 1999). Another program, the New Begmning.s
Program (NBP), has shown program-induced reductions mchild behavior problems (mteraa.
izine externalizing drug use, number of sexual partners), improved mother-child relations'pinting and discipline, and increased CPA (Zhou, Sandier, Millsap^
Wolchik &Dawson-McClure, 2008). Mo.st impressively, children whose parents underwent
this program retained their substantial well-being advantage over children m contrd^
dition six-vears later (McClain, Wolchik, Winslow. Tein, Sandier &Millsap 2010; Wolch k.
Schenck &Sandier, 2009). The NBP is currently undergoing aredesign to include sessions lor
fathers as well as planned for alarge-scale effectiveness trial in collaboration with the famih
courts (Wolchik et al., 2009). Athird program, the Collaborative Divorce Project, has s own
promise in decreased mothers' gatekeeping, reduced interparental conflict,
father involvement, reduced child problems, increased interparental cooperation as reported
bv attorneys, and an increased likelihood of paying child support Pruett, Insabella &Gus-
tafsan, 2005). Finallv. the Dads for Life program, designed expressly for "°"=^.al ^
has shown remarkable success in improving childrensoutcomes (Braver. Griffin, &Cookstoii,
2005; Cookston, Braver, Griffin, DeLuse, &Miles, 200/).

Bridges to Other DisciplinesDivorce and childcustody.bytheirverynature, necessitate interdisciplinaryparticipate
the court svsteni, legal policv and research, social work, custod\ e\'aluators, P. j r
reLardi frL awide range of areas. We hope it is evident from our review that agreat deal of
collaboration already exists across multiple disciplines, with the overarching ° P™™°
the best possible outcomes for children and families. Particularly fraitM has been the ongo g
relationsMp between courts and programmatic interx entions for lamihes un^dergomg divorce_
However developmental psvchologv and family studies have much to offer the development offusrod) valuation methods', particularly in terms of assessment of constructs known to relate
tochildren's' well-being following divorce.

Policy Implications
Courts and custody evaluators will better evaluate the child's best interest if the use of instru-m™ of quesSnable value is eliminated and the use of empirically vaUdated mst—
that measure interparental conflict, parenting by the mother and parentmg bv the father s
increased We do not suggest statutory revisions that would lock in apreference for so™ "ea-urS't other" but oS discussion of the relation of these three factors to
suggests that it would be appropriate for courts to pve these measures lUOTe weigh than oth-
ers^n custody determinations. The number ofvalidated instruments already available sugge
that atransition among professionals to more empirically validated measures of interparental
conflict and parenting abilities would be relatively straightforward.

——
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Indeed the benefits of incorporating empirical measures on conflict and parenting into
divorce proceedings are miin\-. Increased use of objective measurements (with careful atten
tion to reporter bias) would strengthen courts and evaluators against criticism of partiality
in making child custody determinations (although the accumulated clinical expertise and
observations ofa custodv e\aluator remains crucial to any determination ofcustody), and may
decrease the number of couples who choose to extend their custody battles. In addition, the
use ofempiricallyvalid measures of interparental conflict and parenting would greatly improve
researchers' abilities to investigate determinants ofchild custody decisions, enable meaning
ful comparison across custody evaluations, and more reliably document the effects of custody
plans and intervention programs on parental conflict and parenting practices.

Future Directions

Aclear priority for professionals wishing to follow the recommendations in this chapter is to
validate research measures in a forensic setting. We also contend itwould be short sighted to
stop with simply substituting rigorous measures for the faulty ones currently in use. For exam
ple, even ifone could validly identify a single conflict-instigating parent, one cannot assume
that awarding more custodial time to the other parent will alone stop parental behavior that
is harmful to the child. Courts need not limit themselves to choosing between alternative
arrangements, but can also improve the available alternatives by requiring parents participa
tion in programs that improve parenting and children's outcomes. The child's interests favor
extending the judicial role from adjudicator between contending parties to include facilitating
such participation in programs of established validity. Many family courts aie already willing
to assume this "therapeutic jurisprudence" role (Cookston, Sandier, Braver, &Genalo, 2007).
Indeed, custody evaluations could include recommendations for specific therapeutic programs
depending on the issues present in agiven separating family. More and more, courts are part
nering with beha\'ioral science researchers to develop systems and procedures that cannol
merely choose among litigants but improve outcomes for children of divorcing families (Hita,
Braver, Sandier, Knox. &Strehle, 2009). As aresult of these developments, we believe the
future looks brighter for divorcing fathers and children (and mothers).
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